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Workplace musculoskeletal disorders are caused
by work task motions that are frequent and repetitive,
especially when catering to activities with awkward
posture.
Common movements can range from arm, hand and
full body movements such as bending, straightening,
gripping, holding, twisting, clenching and reaching.

Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
that workplace musculoskeletal
disorders account for 34% of all

lost workday injuries and illnesses.1

The ergonomic design of a product determines
human performance, safety and satisfaction.
Investing in an ergonomic workstation and the
education that goes into it can reduce common
musculoskeletal workplace injuries.

Ergonomic related injuries account for
$20 billion in worker’s compensation
costs each year.1²
This white paper will break down the key ergonomic
features in technology workstations, guiding you in
the right direction to better the human condition.
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Key Ergonomic Features

ENHANCING SAFETY THROUGH ERGONOMICS

Keyboard A keyboard should be configurable so it can

adjustable to the user’s ergonomic height and tilt. The ideal position is a
0 to 15 degree slope with the keyboard level to the user’s elbows. Wrists
should be straight and the wrist rest should be used for short breaks from
typing.

Mouse Platform Clinicians spend hours each shift

entering in electronic medical records. A stable, height adjustable and
abambidextrous mouse platform is a must for an ergonomic workstation.
A platform that can pivot allows the user to operate in smaller spaces

Worksurface The workstation should ergonomically

compliment the technology used. For example, if you’re using a LCD, an
adjustable monitor support should be apart of the workstation. The
worksurface should be stable with an adequate amount of room to
perform tasks such as writing or medication preparation.

Monitor Support Monitor support should swivel, tilt and
height adjust. Position monitor directly in front of you to avoid turning
your neck. The ideal monitor tilt range is 10 to 20 degrees back. For easy
ergonomic viewing, the user should position the monitor arms length
away. Height adjust so that the top of the monitor is directly at or just
below eye level, around 20 inches above the worksurface.
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Cart Maneuverability Casters have a big impact on

rolling resistance which results in strain for the user. Opt for ultra-smooth
casters that have easy mobility over any surface and over bumps. A small
cart footprint allows for ease of movement and the ability to fit into tight
spaces. Lightweight carts push and pull with minimal force.

Cart Height Adjustment The cart should be easily

raised to 48” from the floor while standing and 25” while sitting to satisfy
the wide range of clinician and caregiver heights. For maximum steering
control while moving the cart, adjust the height so the handle is in a
comfortable position.

Accessories Frequently used accessories - like bar code

scanners - should be lightweight and within arms reach. Think minimal
bending. Ergonomic side access drawers, , removable bins and easy
battery power accessibility will make accessing necessary tools to
perform tasks easier.

Materials Cart hygiene plays an important role in creating a

healthy work environment. Carts should be made out of materials that
are easy to clean and sterilize with hospital approved cleaners. There
should be no sharp corners or materials that can crack or flake.
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Safety Doesn’t Happen by Accident
As a clinician, it’s hard to be happy and productive when you’re physically uncomfortable.
That’s why it’s so important healthcare leaders make decisions with ergonomics in mind.
A case study produced by the Journal of Public Affairs discovered that a comfortable and
ergonomic office design motivates employees and substantially increases performance.

An ergonomic work environment can increase productivity by 11%.1
Each workstation should have features that are easy and quick to adjust based on the user’s
ergonomic requirements. Only then can the user perform tasks comfortably and efficiently.
Before choosing a new workstation, ask the users for their input. It’s important to include in the
decision-making. That’s why Altus provides free 30-day sample evaluations.

About Altus
Altus designs its products around the
objective of manufacturing the most
ergonomic and durable carts on the
market. Proven to exceed the 5-year
average life-cycle through controlled
testing, and hours or ergonomic research.
Altus is committed to supporting these
clinicians with tools that help them do
their jobs comfortably. Each Altus product
meets the guidelines established by the
American National Standards Institute for
computer use. To understand more about
these technologies and testing visit us at
www.altus-inc.com.
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